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Abstract: Over the past few years, word embeddings and bidirectional encoder representations
from transformers (BERT) models have brought better solutions to learning text representations for
natural language processing (NLP) and other tasks. Many NLP applications rely on pre-trained text
representations, leading to the development of a number of neural network language models for
various languages. However, this is not the case for Amharic, which is known to be a morphologically
complex and under-resourced language. Usable pre-trained models for automatic Amharic text
processing are not available. This paper presents an investigation on the essence of learned text
representation for information retrieval and NLP tasks using word embeddings and BERT language
models. We explored the most commonly used methods for word embeddings, including word2vec,
GloVe, and fastText, as well as the BERT model. We investigated the performance of query expansion
using word embeddings. We also analyzed the use of a pre-trained Amharic BERT model for masked
language modeling, next sentence prediction, and text classification tasks. Amharic ad hoc informa-
tion retrieval test collections that contain word-based, stem-based, and root-based text representations
were used for evaluation. We conducted a detailed empirical analysis on the usability of word embed-
dings and BERT models on word-based, stem-based, and root-based corpora. Experimental results
show that word-based query expansion and language modeling perform better than stem-based and
root-based text representations, and fastText outperforms other word embeddings on word-based
corpus.

Keywords: word embeddings; BERT; pre-trained Amharic BERT model; query expansion; learning
text representation; text classification; fine-tuning

1. Introduction

Information retrieval (IR) and NLP play key roles in dealing with text documents
written in natural language. The use of NLP to analyze text and audio data is common in
many languages. One of the techniques for processing a text is to represent it as a sequence
of characters and one-hot encoding. However, this is not the most efficient and effective
method for word representation [1]. Rather, context-based approaches represent a word by
a real-valued vector without using any linguistic processing. Such a vector is then used
in machine learning approaches for different applications. For example, semantic vector
representation is used in IR [2], document classification [3], question answering [4], named
entity recognition [5], and parsing [6]. The quality of results in such systems depends on
the quality of word representations.

Neural models learn informative representations of words automatically from a large
text corpus. They generate a vector representation of words, and thus a text can be
further processed by algorithms. Neural network is a common approach for learning
representations of sub-words, words, phrases, sentences, and documents [7]. A robust
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text representation technique can capture the underlying meaning or syntax relationships
between related texts or other language properties. Distributed representation is one way
to represent words as continuous real-valued vectors [1]. This approach learns linguistic
regularities, such as the syntax and semantics of a word in a text. Learning appropriate
representations for text, such as words, phrases, sentences, and documents, is essential
for IR, sentiment analysis, and other text-based tasks. In recent years, word embeddings
and variants of BERT models have brought new solutions to learn better representations
for NLP and IR tasks. Pre-trained word embeddings [8], paragraph embeddings [9], and
sentence embeddings [10] have become essential elements in modern NLP systems.

Word embedding is a distributed dense representation of a text and refers to a set of
language modeling and features of learning techniques in NLP. Recently, word embedding
has gained more attention and has been successfully employed in various NLP and IR
tasks [11,12]. It is considered to be one of the most significant breakthroughs of deep
learning for solving challenges in NLP. It represents words in the form of real-valued
vectors that make similar words to have similar vector representations [8]. Prominent
word embedding methods include word2vec, global vector (GloVe), and fastText. These
models learn semantic representation of a language based on the distributed hypothesis.
As a result, they can capture the semantic relationships between words. Word2vec learns
word representation based on a shallow neural network. It represents words as vectors by
making use of self-supervised learning. The main idea behind word2vec is to train a model
on the context of each word [8]. On the other hand, GloVe builds a model based on the
advantage of global matrix factorization and local context windows [13]. Global matrix
factorization minimizes a huge term frequency matrix by using the matrix factorization
method from linear algebra. The global matrix indicates if words exist in a text. GloVe
is trained using an accumulated global word–word co-occurrence matrix [13]. Unlike
word2vec and GloVe, fastText is a sub-word embedding model. FastText learns more
information about morphological details of words. It represents each word as an n-gram of
characters rather than learning vectors for words directly. It uses sub-word information
and the internal structure of a word for improving the quality of word embeddings [14].
The main advantage of using fastText is that it generates better word embedding for rare
and unseen words during training. The n-gram character vectors generated by fastText
are shared with other words. Word2vec and fastText are based on continuous bag-of-
words (CBOW) and skip-gram architectures. The CBOW predicts a target word given its
context, whereas the skip-gram predicts the context given a word. The major limitation
of these standard language models is that words having multiple meanings in different
contexts are represented by a single vector. BERT addresses this problem by incorporating
context information from both directions [15]. It is transformer-based model that brought
substantial advancement in NLP and obtained state-of-the-art results on a wide array of
NLP tasks. Masked language modeling (MLM) and next sentence prediction (NSP) are
the two most important pre-training tasks in BERT and its variants. The aim of MLM
is to predict masked tokens from the input based on its context, and NSP determines if
two sentences are consecutive. Since pre-trained language models have impacts on NLP
downstream tasks, many BERT models have been released for various languages, such as
for Arabic [16], Dutch [17], Italian [18], Portuguese [19], Russian [20], and French [21]. They
can successfully improve many downstream NLP tasks [22]. However, such pre-trained
models have not been yet built and made publicly accessible for the Amharic language.

Amharic is one of the Semitic languages spoken in Ethiopia. Research on Amharic
computational linguistics and application development lags behind as a result of various
challenges. One of the challenges is the morphological complexity of the language, which
limits the progress on research and development of Amharic NLP tools, resources, and
applications. Another challenge is unavailability of usable and publicly accessible linguistic
resources, such as pre-trained language models and scientifically built huge text document
collections. Some researchers conducted research to build Amharic pre-trained models.
However, many of previously developed Amharic pre-trained models are inaccessible
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publicly, and thus obtaining them is challenging for researchers [23]. Thus, our objective is
to build a series of Amharic pre-trained language models and make them publicly avail-
able. This helps to build baselines for future studies in the area of Amharic IR and NLP.
It also minimizes the repetitive training processes required for downstream NLP tasks.
Accordingly, to investigate Amharic learned text representations and address challenges
related to lack of Amharic-trained machine learning models, we have performed the fol-
lowing activities in this study: (i) We trained Amharic word embeddings, BERT WordPiece
tokenizer, and BERT models, and we explore their effects on surface words, stems, and
roots. (ii) We designed an Amharic IR system considering the morphology of the language
and investigated the usability of the trained word embeddings on Amharic IR, following
the TREC ad hoc retrieval experimental framework. (iii) We verified the effect of BERT
models on Amharic language modeling and on some NLP tasks. For these, our pre-trained
BERT models were fine-tuned using our testing datasets for text classification based on
subject and relevance classifications of documents for some queries.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work on word
embedding and BERT pre-trained models. Section 3 discusses the complexity of Amharic
morphology, learning Amharic text representation, and its usability for Amharic IR and
NLP. The construction of pre-trained Amharic word embedding and BERT models, query
expansion using word embedding, and fine-tuning of Amharic pre-trained models for
text classification tasks are presented in this section. Section 4 presents an experimental
framework. Section 5 reports the results and discusses the findings, along with the analysis
of the usability of word embeddings for query expansion and the effects of fine-tuning
BERT models on Amharic text classification. Section 6 presents conclusions and suggestions
for further work.

2. Related Work

Research on word embedding and pre-trained BERT models has been conducted for
various languages. Word2vec models are employed in IR systems in order to improve
retrieval results using query expansion. Semantically similar words to query terms can be
selected from word2vec models and can be added to the original query in order to identify
relevant documents accurately. For instance, if a user query contains the term “example”,
it can be expanded to “sample” and “instance”. Searching using these three terms can be
more effective than searching using only one of them. This approach has been used in [24–
26], and promising results were obtained. For example, Diaz et al. [24] studied the use of
word embeddings for expanding a user query in ad hoc IR. Word2vec and GloVe were
employed to represent terms. The models were trained using documents from TREC ad hoc
retrieval, robust, and Web collections, and then the effects of local and global embeddings
were investigated. The numbers of documents in the TREC ad hoc retrieval collection,
robust, and Web datasets are 469,949, 528,155, and 50,220,423, respectively. Each query
term was expanded using the top 10 terms from word2vec and GloVe embeddings. Then,
Indri retrieval tool was used for indexing and retrieval. They found that local embeddings
outperformed global embeddings. Embedding-based query expansion outperformed
classical based retrieval (i.e., without query expansion). In the case of global embedding
(GloVe), the best performances achieved on TREC, robust, and Web collections were 0.545,
0.472, and 0.232, respectively. Whereas, in the case of local embedding (word2vec), the best
performance obtained on TREC, robust, and Web collections were 0.563, 0.517, and 0.258.
Aklouche et al. [25] designed query expansion methods based on NLP tools and word2vec
embedding models. Both skip-gram and CBOW models were trained with a window size
of 5, and the vectors dimension was 300. Words with a term frequency less than 5 were
removed from the models. An experiment was conducted on TREC Washington Post
Corpus. Semantically related words to TREC title words were selected using the word2vec
model and were used to retrieve a set of top ranked 10,000 documents for each topic. Porter
stemmer was used to process documents and query terms before query expansion. The
retrieval result indicates that 80% of the topics are above the TREC median scores.
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Sentiment analysis is one possible application area for word embeddings. Deho et al. [27]
developed a sentiment analysis classifier using word embeddings. Word vectors were gener-
ated by the skip-gram model and used to train the sentiment classification model. The random
forest classifier was trained on tweet datasets and used to predict the sentiment polarities of
the test dataset. The classifier achieved an overall accuracy of 81%. Acosta et al. [28] conducted
an experiment to classify sentiment using the word2vec model. Various experiments were
conducted on a publicly available dataset which contains 14,640 tweets. The highest accuracy
obtained for sentiment classification of Twitter posts was 72%. They used both skip-gram
and CBOW algorithms to generate word vectors. Gaussian naïve Bayes, Bernoulli naïve
Bayes, support vector machines, and logistic regression were trained with both models of
word2vec. The finding indicates that the performance of the support vector machine and
logistic regression using the skip-gram model outperforms the naïve Bayes classifiers.

Question answering is another application area of word2vec. A word2vec model
can be used to select a sentence from a text that has the highest word2vec embedding
similarity with a given question, and can return it as the answer. Medved and Horák [29]
presented automatic question answering system using word2vec and Doc2vec. While
word2vec represents each word by a separate vector, the Doc2vec module was used to
generate a vector for each sentence. An experiment was conducted on 3000 question-answer
pairs extracted from the Czech Wikipedia. The highest performance was obtained by the
combination of several similarity criteria, including term frequency–inverse document
frequency and tree distance. Experimental results on the SQAD v1.0 and SQAD v1.1
datasets showed that the syntax-based approach using word2vec phrasal combinations
outperformed the general Doc2vec model by 11.6%.

Devlin et al. [15] introduced the BERT model, which can be fine-tuned to create models
for a range of NLP tasks. Sun et al. [30] proposed to use BERT NSP for prompt-learning
tasks. A wide range of NLP tasks in the zero-shot scenario were performed using NSP-
BERT and RoBERTa. The authors proposed a two-stage prompt method for word sense
disambiguation tasks. Experiments were carried out on the Chinese benchmark FewCLUE
dataset. The performance of NSP-BERT for word sense disambiguation was evaluated,
and test results show that NSP-BERT has an improvement over generative pre-trained
transformer (GPT) and pattern exploiting training (PET). The best accuracy NSP-BERT
obtained was 69.7%. Shi and Demberg [31] also trained and used the NSP model for
discourse relation classification. NSP was used to capture what events are expected to
cause or follow each other based on semantic information. The result shows that the
BERT-based NSP model [31] outperforms the current state-of-the-art [32] by 8% on Penn
Discourse Tree Bank [33], which contains over 1 million words. Cui et al. [34] introduced
a whole word masking strategy and MacBERT for Chinese BERT. They created a series
of Chinese pre-trained language models such as BERT, RoBERTa, ELECTRA, and RBT.
MacBERT is the modification of the MLM as a language correction task and solves the
inconsistency of the pre-training and fine-tuning stages. A broad range of empirical studies
were carried out to evaluate the performance of pre-trained models on various tasks. The
number of words to train BERT, RoBERTa, ELECTRA, and RBT models were 0.4B, 5.4B,
5.4B, 5.4B, 5.4B, and 5.4B, respectively. Experimental results indicated that the proposed
MacBERT method achieved better performance for many tasks. The best F1-score of the
MacBERT-base and MacBERT-large case models were 93.8% and 95.5%, respectively. The
whole word masking also addresses the problem of masking only a part of the whole word.

Aggarwal et al. [35] fine-tuned the BERT model for a fake news binary classification
task. The proposed system achieved an accuracy of 97.02% on the NewsFN dataset that
has 6335 items. It was reported that BERT performed better than XGBoost and LSTM
approaches. Protasha et al. [36] examined the effect of word embeddings and fine-tuned
BERT for sentiment classification. The authors integrated CNN-BiLSTM with BERT to
address the problem of sentiment analysis for the Bangla language. They also compared
word2vec, GloVe, fastText, and BERT. The experiment was conducted on 8952 samples
from various sources. From these samples, 4325 samples were positive and the rest of the
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samples were negative. The performance of word2vec and GloVe with LSTM classification
is almost similar. However, fastText improves the performance by 4%, with a score of
88.35%, using the impact learning method. The combination of fine-tuned Bangla-BERT
and LSTM leads to an accuracy of 94.15%.

Pre-trained language models have been generated for many languages. Although
Amharic is the most widely spoken language in Ethiopia and a large volume of text is
available on the Web, it is lagging behind in computational analysis including BERT and
word embeddings. Some research has been conducted to create pre-trained Amharic
models. To mention them: fastText [37,38], word2vec [26,38–40], and XLMR [41]. Some
of these models were trained for cross-lingual purposes and are not usable for the needs
of most NLP tasks. Moreover, most of them are not publicly accessible. Because of this,
Amharic NLP tasks have been performed using classical text representations such as stems
and roots [42,43], and the impact of learned text representations on roots, stems, and words
to the development of various applications is not yet investigated. Thus, the construction of
pre-trained Amharic models is a long sought resource for the research community. In view
of this, the major contributions of this work are: (i) construction of pre-trained Amharic
models and publicly sharing them to the research community; (ii) fine-tuning the pre-
trained models for NLP and IR tasks; and (iii) investigation of the effects of roots, stems,
and surface words on learned text representations.

3. Construction of Learned Text Representations for Amharic
3.1. Amharic Language

Amharic is the most widely spoken language in Ethiopia. It has its own alphabet and
phonological and morphological features. Words are represented by phonemes/characters
that are pronounced. Amharic has both constant and vowel characters where the base
forms of consonants are modified by following the vowels.

Amharic has complex morphological features that possess complicated syntactic fea-
tures. Many words can be generated from a base form through inflectional and derivational
word formation processes performed using prefixes, suffixes, infixes, and circumfixes. For
example, Amharic nouns and adjectives are marked for number, definiteness, gender, and
case. Moreover, they are affixed with prepositions and are genitive. Amharic verbs have
even more complex inflectional and derivational process than other word classes, and they
comprise the majority of words in the language [44]. Verbal roots are the base of many
verbal stems which, in turn, are the base of many verb surface forms. In Amharic, a verbal
stem is not necessarily identical with the morphological root of the word. Morphology
provides the templates for the combination of the root consonants with the theme vowels
to derive basic stems, which may be actual or potential verbs [45]. For example, the stem
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vowels change the shape of the immediately preceding radical in a given root during a stem
or word formation. Morpho-syntactical properties of verbs are based on the arrangement of
the consonants and vowels. A verbal root form uses different templates to derive different
morpho-syntactic categories such as perfective, imperfective, imperative, jussive, gerun-
dive, and verbal words. For example, the surface form
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/s-b-r/determines the basic meaning of the word, the template
CVCVCV, along with the vowel pattern, provides additional morpho-syntactic information
such as aspect and tense. Many affixes, such as person, gender, number, case, tense/aspect,
subject, object, and mood markers, can be attached on verbal stems to form thousands
of variants.

3.2. Pre-Training Process

In our study, documents from the training corpora pass through a preprocessing step.
The preprocessing consists of removal of tags, punctuation markers using a punctuation
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list, function words, and non-Amharic characters. We also normalize Amharic characters
that have similar phonetic representations. The characters
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3.3. Construction of Amharic Pre-Training Models
3.3.1. Amharic Pre-Trained Word Embeddings

We built three types of word embedding models, namely word2vec, GloVe, and
fastText. The number of hidden layers between the input layer and the output layer is
1, as the word embeddings learn only one vector representation for each word. These
embedding models learn each word representation considering the window size. For exam-
ple, given the sentence
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along with its corresponding stem and root repre-
sentations and the window size of 3, the word2vec model learns the representation of each
word using the pair of input and output training datasets as presented in Table 1. The size
of the window in the case of word2vec, GloVe, and fastText is presented in Table 2.

Table 1. Word-based, stem-based, and root-based Skip-gram training samples of word2vec. The first
column contains the target/input in surface word form before morphological analysis, whereas the
second column contains pairs of target and context/output words for word-based, stem-based, and
root-based approaches of the given word.

Word Training Sample Type
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Table 2. Hyper-parameter setting for the different embedding models.

Model Vector Size Window
Size Epoch Min_Count Learning

Rate

word2vec 300 5 20 3 0.05
GloVe 100 10 30 5 0.05
fastText 100 5 30 5 0.05

However, in the case of fastText, for a given word, n-grams are taken from 3 to 5 g
and a word is represented by the sum of the vector representations of its n-grams. Each
Amharic word is represented as a bag of sub-words and the word itself. For example,
consider the Amharic word
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During MLM training, there is a loss between the predicted probability and expected 
token for the masked word. The overall loss L of the input sequence is the average loss for 
all the k masked-out tokens in xmasked, and it is computed using Equation (1). 

3.3.2. Amharic Pre-Trained BERT Language Models

On top of word embeddings, we build pre-trained BERT models for masked language
modeling and next sentence prediction. BERT models learn each token representation
considering the context of a word in a sentence, and thus a word may have more than one
vector representation [15]. The MLM and NSP BERT models have millions of parameters.

The MLM is BERT’s pre-trained language model to predict a masked token. We
train the Amharic MLM model by masking one or more words in a sentence using the
embedding of a special symbol [MASK]. In order to train the Amharic pre-trained MLM
model, 15% of the input tokens are randomly masked with [MASK], resulting in the
masked input sequence. BERT special tokens are excluded from masking, and then the
MLM model learns to predict those masked tokens back. For example, inputting the sen-
tence
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During MLM training, there is a loss between the predicted probability and expected
token for the masked word. The overall loss L of the input sequence is the average loss for
all the k masked-out tokens in xmasked, and it is computed using Equation (1).

LMLM(θ) =
1
k ∑iεm – log p(xi|xmasked) (1)

where xi is the set of masked tokens in sentence x, k is number of masked tokens, and
xmsked is masked token.

We trained the Amharic NSP model to learn the relationships between any sentence
pairs. Given two input sentences A and B, the model is trained to predict whether sentence
B is the next sentence after A. A total of 50% of the time, B is the next sentence after
A (IsNext), and, for the other 50%, we used a random sentence from the corpus (NotNext).
During the NSP model training, the loss value LNSP is computed using the loss function
presented in Equation (2).

LNSP =−log qM(n|x) (2)

where n ∈ {IsNext, NotNext} and x is input sequence.

qM(nk|xi) =
exp s(nk|xi

(1) , xi
(2) )

∑n exp s
(
n|xi

(1), xi
(2))

(3)

where xi
(1) and xi

(2) denote sentence A and sentence B, respectively. s = Wnsp(tanh
(Wh[CLS] + b))2, where wh[CLS] is the hidden vector of [CLS] and Wnsp is a matrix
learned by the NSP task.

Since our vocabularies were larger than the default vocabulary size of BERT-base-
uncased models (i.e., 30,522), we resized the default BERT vocabulary size to the size of our
word, stem, and root vocabularies. We pre-trained Amharic MLM and NSP with unlabeled
large corpora, considering full length sentences. The resulting models understand the
structure of the language but are not trained for a specific task. They can be further
fine-tuned on various downstream tasks.

3.4. Usability of Pre-Trained Amharic Word Embeddings and BERT Models

The usability of our pre-trained models was investigated in this study. The pre-trained
Amharic models can be used in many applications. Here, our aim was to explore their
applications in Amharic IR and text classification tasks. The details of using the pre-trained
models for these two tasks are presented below.

3.4.1. Pre-Trained Amharic Models for IR

We investigated the effect of learned text representation on Amharic IR. IR is the task of
searching relevant documents to a user query. Various linguistic tools with good accuracy
are integrated into IR systems to enhance the retrieval effectiveness. One of the main
challenges in IR is term mismatch between query and document terms. Query expansion
is a technique to address this problem by adding relevant terms to the original query. We
evaluate the effects of learned real-valued text representations on Amharic IR. The impact
of word embeddings on Amharic IR are investigated by integrating the created token vector
space in the Amharic IR system from [46]. The system architecture is modified by inserting
query expansion using our trained word/token embedding models (See Figure 4).
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As shown in Figure 4, documents in the corpus and a user query were first processed,
considering stem-based and root-based stopwords lists [46]. For query expansion, we
used the pre-trained Amharic word embeddings word2vec, GloVe, and fastText models as
described in Section 3.3. The token vector space in Figure 4 refers to these word-embedding
models. The word embeddings hold learned representations of each word, stem, and root
in the corpora. The three models are used to find semantically related words/terms to each
user’s query term. The similarity between a query term (or word) x and each term y in the
models is computed using the cosine similarity metrics presented in Equation (4).

cos(x, y) =
∑n

i=1 xiyi

∑n
i=1 xi

2 ∑n
i=1 yi

2 (4)

where xi and yi are vector values of two words, and n is size of the vectors.
Similar to the works of Diaz et al. [24] and Arora et al. [47], we found that the top

10 returned words were more similar to each query term. Therefore, for each query term
(or word), 10 expanded terms are selected for retrieval. Some expanded terms occur more
than once, and we remove redundancies from the last query term list. The last query set
contains a list of the original query terms and expanded terms.

Searching for relevant documents is based on matching the original query terms and
expanded terms with index terms. We used exact term matching. The retrieval probability
of a relevant document for a query is different in the case of word-based, stem-based, and
root-based retrieval. We used the Lemur toolkit for ranking (http://www.lemurproject.org
accessed on 7 August 2022). For a given query Q and a collection of retrieved documents
D, the Lemur toolkit ranks retrieval results based on their possible relevance. Language
modeling is used for matching and ranking of retrieved documents. The similarity between
a document D and a query Q is measured by the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence between
the document model Dθ and the query model Qθ. The KL divergence ranking function
captures the term occurrence distribution and is computed using Equation (5).

KL(Qθ, Dθ) = ∑w∈V p(w|Qθ)log
p(w|Qθ)

p(w|Dθ)
(5)

where w is word, v is word vector, p(w|Qθ) is estimated query term, and p(w|Dθ) is the
smoothed probability of a term seen in the document.

http://www.lemurproject.org
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The retrieval effectiveness of the proposed system was evaluated using precision, recall,
mean average precision (MAP), and normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG).

3.4.2. Pre-Trained Amharic Models for Text Classification

We also investigated the usability of our pre-trained BERT models for text classification.
The common practice for using a pre-trained BERT model is to update (or retrain) the
original output layer with a task-specific layer and fine-tune the whole model. Fine-tuning
is the task of creating application on top of pre-trained models using labeled data. Fine-
tuning BERT is one of the most popular and effective methods to tackle NLP tasks [48].

Here, we fine-tuned our pre-trained Amharic BERT models for text documents classi-
fication tasks. The pre-trained Amharic models were fine-tuned using manually labeled
training datasets. The training datasets passed through the same data processing used for
pre-training models. Furthermore, the same tokenizer and vocabulary were used. The
pre-trained Amharic MLM model was retrained and evaluated using these datasets.

For the classification task, we added a classification head on top of the pre-trained
Amharic BERT model and then trained the entire model on our training datasets. All
parameters were fine-tuned from end-to-end. The softmax function was used to estimate
the probability of the label c at output layer o using Equation (6). We fine-tuned all of the
parameters from BERT and W.

P(c|o) = softmax(W) (6)

where W is the task-specific parameter matrix.
Text classification is one of the core tasks of NLP, and it is commonly considered to

show the effectiveness of a pre-trained BERT model. Our pre-trained Amharic models
were fine-tuned for Amharic document classification based on subject and relevance to
a query. For document classification based on subject, the documents in our datasets were
classified as technology, politics, religion, sport, justice, entertainment, social, agriculture,
economy, education, and health. Hence, the number of labels was 11. Moreover, we applied
the pre-trained Amharic BERT models to check the relevance of a document for a query.
Documents were classified as relevant or irrelevant to a query, and thus it was a binary
text document classification. The fine-tuned relevance classification model was trained by
inputting a pair of texts: query and document. Since the input of a BERT is a sequence,
the two inputs are separated by a special token [SEP]. We transformed a query sQ and
a document sD into the format compatible with BERT sequence-pair classification tasks as:

[CLS] sQ [SEP] sD [SEP].

where [CLS] and [SEP] are classification and separation tokens, respectively. Since the
maximum input sequence length supported by the BERT model is 512 [48], the maximum
sequence length of each of our training datasets was 512. The classifier was trained with
both relevant and non-relevant documents for each query.

4. Experimental Framework

In this section, we illustrate how various experiments and existing pre-trained English
language models are adapted for Amharic. Furthermore, the experimental results and
detailed discussions are presented.

4.1. Implementation

We used Python for preprocessing texts and implementing the models. The pre-
trained and fine-tuned models were trained on Google Colab’s GPU and Kaggle’s GPU.
After training the pre-trained word embedding models, each query term was expanded
using the models. Then, the Lemur toolkit was used to create word-based, stem-based,
and root-based indexes of documents offline and run the corresponding word-based, stem-
based, and root-based expanded terms with original query terms on the index files. Finally,
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the retrieval effectiveness of our proposed Amharic IR system using our pre-trained models
was evaluated using the trec_eval tool [49]. The word embedding models word2vec, GloVe,
and fastText were trained using Python Gensim, GloVe, and fastText libraries. Furthermore,
we used a transformers library for developing and training BERT models. Transformers
provide a set of pre-trained deep learning models for a broad range of NLP tasks, such as
text classification, question answering, machine translation, etc. We trained the MLM, NSP,
and classification BERT models using BertForMaskedLM, BertForNextSentencePrediction,
and BertForSequenceClassfication, respectively, using Hugging Face libraries. Hugging
Face provides a means for using pre-trained BERT models specialized for various NLP tasks.

4.2. Datasets

To train the word embeddings (word2vec, GloVe and fastText), BERT models (NSP
and MLM), and fine-tuned models, we used three datasets: word-based, prepared in
2AIRTC [50], stem-based, and root-based corpora built by [51]. Each of these datasets has
6069 documents and 240 queries. All documents were used to train the pre-trained word
embedding and BERT models. The documents consisted of 72,814 sentences constructed
from 1,592,351 words. Furthermore, the retrieval effectiveness of Amharic IR system after
query expansion using word embedding models was tested using these test collections.
The test collections had corpus, topic set, and relevance judgment. The datasets are publicly
available freely at https://www.irit.fr/AmharicResources/, accessed on 7 August 2022.
For relevance and non-relevance classification, we used only 50 word-based queries and
5514 documents, as well as their relevance judgment from the 2AIRTC collection. We
prepared 1189 labeled word-based text documents for fine-tuning the BERT model for
document classification based on subject. These documents were collected from various
sources, including news agencies, the web, and Amharic Wikipedia.

4.3. BERT Vocabulary

We built three WordPiece vocabularies on the three corpora: word-based, stem-based,
and root-based vocabularies, using the BertWordPieceTokenizer model. The vocabulary
sizes of word-based, stem-based, and root-based vocabularies were 252,605, 49,817, and
46,995, respectively. The three vocabularies were created after character normalization and
were used to tokenize words in the corresponding documents.

4.4. Pre-trained Models and Training Configurations

The word2vec, GloVe, and fastText models were trained using the configurations
presented in Table 2.

The MLM model was trained to predict randomly masked tokens, whereas the NSP
model learned to predict whether sentence B is the next sentence of A, given a pair of input
sentences A and B. We used the standard BERT model architecture. The two BERT models’
trainings were performed using sentences as input. The maximum number of tokens of
each input sentence for each model was 512. The two models were trained using the same
hyper-parameters over the three datasets using epochs 5 and 10 (see Table 3). We used
Adam optimizer [52] with a learning rate of 10−5 to optimize the objective functions of
MLM, NSP, and classification models.

Table 3. Hyper-parameter settings for NSP and MLM models.

Model Case Layer Size Batch Size Max
Length Hidden Attention Total

Parameters
Learning
Rate

NSP base 12 16 512 768 12 110 M 10−5

MLM base 12 16 512 768 12 110 M 10−5

https://www.irit.fr/AmharicResources/
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4.5. Evaluation Metrics

The performance of the constructed Amharic BERT models was evaluated based on
loss, F-score, and accuracy metrics. The performance of the NSP-BERT model was evaluated
using 50 similar pairs of sentences but in word-based, stem-based, and root-based forms.
These 50 pairs of sentences were selected randomly from the three datasets; 25 pairs were
adjacent and the remaining 25 pairs of sentences were non-adjacent sentences. The accuracy
of the NSP model is the percentage of corrected predicted pairs of sentences over the total
sentence pairs, and it is computed using Equation (7).

Accuracy =
TP + FP

TP + FP + TN + FN
(7)

where TP is true positive, TN is true negative, FP is false positive, and FN is false negative.
The retrieval effectiveness of our proposed IR system using the pre-trained word

embedding models was evaluated using precision, recall, MAP, bpref, and normalized
discounted cumulative gain (NDCG).

Precision: Precision is defined as the fraction of relevant documents in ranked list R,
and it is computed using Equation (8).

Precision(R, q) =
∑(i,d)εR rel(q, d)

|R| (8)

where rel(q,d) indicates if the document d is relevant to the query q. In the case of binary
relevance, rel(q,d) = 1 for relevant documents, and 0 otherwise. Often, precision is evaluated
at a cutoff k, denoted as Precision@k. If the cutoff is defined in terms of the number of
relevant documents for a particular topic (i.e., a topic-specific cutoff), the metric is known
as R-precision [53].

Recall: Recall is the set of fractions of relevant documents from the entire collection C
for the query q that are retrieved in ranked list R. It is computed using Equation (9).

Recall(R, q) =
∑(i,d)εR rel(q, d)

∑dεC rel(q, d)
(9)

where rel(q,d) indicates whether document d is relevant to query q.
Mean Average Precision (MAP): MAP specifies the number of relevant documents for

a given query from the set of retrieved documents. For the set of all relevant documents D
= {d, . . . . . . . . . , dmj} and for a query qj in Q, the MAP for the overall retrieval effectiveness
is computed using Equation (10).

MAP =
1
Q∑|Q|

j =1
1

mj ∑mj
k =1 p

(
Rjk

)
(10)

where Rjk represents the set of the top k ranked retrieval results.
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG): Discounted cumulative gain (DCG)

predicts the relevance of a document based on its rank among the retrieved documents. The
relevance measure is accumulated from top to bottom, discounting the value of documents
at lower ranks. NDCG at k measures DCG for the top k documents, normalizing by the
highest possible value for a query. The NDCG values for all queries can be averaged to
reliably evaluate the effectiveness of a ranking algorithm for various information needs across
a collection. Given a set of queries qj ε Q and relevance judgments Rdj for a document d, the
NDCG is computed using Equation (11).

NDCG(Q, k) =
1
|Q|∑

|Q|
j =1 Zkj ∑k

m =1
2Rjm − 1

log2(1 + m)
(11)
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The performance of the fine-tuned models is measured using F-score metrics, which
are computed using Equation (12).

F1− score = 2× R× P
R + P

(12)

where Recall (R) = TP
TP+FN and Precision (P) = TP

TP+FP
Binary preference (bpref): It measures the number of judged non-relevant documents

that are located above each relevant document in the ranked list. It is computed using
Equation (13).

bref =
1
R ∑D(1 −

|DR ranked higher than D|
min(|R|, |N|) (13)

where R is the number of judged relevant documents, N is number of judged non-relevant
documents, D is a relevant retrieved document, and DR is a member of the first R judged
non-relevant documents retrieved.

5. Results and Discussion

We carried out various experiments to create Amharic pre-trained word embedding
and BERT models, and evaluated them in NLP and retrieval tasks. In this section, we
demonstrate the essence of BERT on Amharic language by fine-tuning the pre-trained
models and investigating the retrieval effect of query expansion using word embeddings.
Therefore, we present the intrinsic and extrinsic evaluations with detailed analysis in the
following sections.

5.1. Result
5.1.1. Pre-Trained BERT Models

The Amharic pre-trained MLM model was trained to predict masked tokens. The
training loss values decreased from epoch 0 to 5. The best training loss value was achieved
at epoch 5. The aggregate loss value during training is presented in Table 4. As shown in
the table, the Amharic word-based pre-trained BERT MLM model provides less training
loss than others on epoch 5.

Table 4. Loss values of MLM model.

Dataset
Training Loss

Epoch 5 Epoch 10

Word-based 0.253 0.480
Stem-based 0.458 0.497
Root-based 0.507 0.614

Three NSP-BERT models were trained using word-based, stem-based, and root-based
corpora to predict whether two sentences appear consecutively within a document or not.
After training, we manually selected 50 pairs of sentences from each corpus in order to
evaluate the accuracy of the models. Each pair of sentences was tokenized using the same
WordPiece tokenizer, which is also used for the corpora. The training loss, validation loss
and accuracy are presented in Table 5. As shown in the table, the testing loss and accuracy
of the word-based NSP model was better than stem-based and root-based datasets on
the same evaluation dataset at epoch 5. However, the model selects pairs of sentences
randomly during the training phase. As a result of this, the training loss values of word-
based, stem-based, and root-based were based on different samples, making it difficult to
directly compare training loss values.
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Table 5. Loss and accuracy of NSP models (best performance is in bold font).

Dataset Model
Training Loss Testing Loss Accuracy

Epoch 5 Epoch 10 Epoch 5 Epoch 10 Epoch 5 Epoch 10

Word base 0.211 2.84 × 10−5 0.307 1.443 0.68 0.52
Stem base 0.343 0.051 0.652 1.74 0.66 0.64
Root base 0.432 0.0057 0.654 1.663 0.64 0.60

5.1.2. Fine Tuning

The Amharic pre-trained MLM model was fine-tuned for document classification
tasks. Our pre-trained MLM was retrained using labeled datasets to create two fine-tuned
models: a fine-tuned model to classify documents as relevant or non-relevant for 50 queries,
and a fine-tuned model to classify 1189 labeled documents based on their subjects. These
two fine-tuned models were created on top of the pre-trained word-based MLM model.
The labeled datasets included both training and validating datasets used for training and
evaluating the fine-tuned models. The labeled training and validating documents in the
datasets were preprocessed using the same technique used for document processing during
training MLM and NSP models. Our labeled datasets had two columns: the document
and label columns. In the case of document relevance identification, the values of the label
column were relevant and non-relevant, whereas in the case of document classification
based on subject, the values of the label columns were education, religion, politics, sport,
etc. Each of the queries were trained with both relevant and non-relevant documents. Since
there was no usable Amharic stemmer and morphological analyzer to extract stems and
roots from labeled dataset, we could not evaluate the stem-based and root-based versions
of the pre-trained MLM models. Since the fine-tuned models have consistent training and
validation loss values after epoch 14, we trained them for the first 17 epochs and reported
the results. Their training and validation losses were decreased from epoch 0 to 17 (see
Figure 5). Their F1-score and accuracy values were improved from epoch 0 to 17. On the
graph legend, R represents relevance, and S represents subject of a document.
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As depicted in Figure 5, after epoch 14, the training, validation, and F1 scores of
the two fine-tuned models did not show significant change. The optimal loss, F1-score
(weighted), and accuracy of the fine-tuned models are reported in Table 6. As shown in
Table 6, the performance of document classification models was high because the training
dataset was of a moderate size and balanced, and the size of almost all training and testing
documents was less than 512 tokens, which is supported by BERT (see Figure 6).

Table 6. Fine-tuning results of documents classification.

Task Training Loss Validation Loss F1-Score Accuracy

Document
classification
based on subject

0.03 0.58 0.91 0.89

Relevance
classification 0.02 0.38 0.97 0.95
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5.1.3. Query Expansion Using Word Embedding

The retrieval effectiveness of query expansion using the three word embedding models
was evaluated. We ran 240 queries on word-based, stem-based, and root-based index files.
In the case of stem-based and root-based retrieval, documents and user information needs
were morphologically processed before indexing and query expansion. The retrieval results
of each query were processed to convert them into TREC format, which can be used by
Trec-Eval toolkit. The retrieval effectiveness of query expansion using word2vec, GloVe,
and fastText is presented in Tables 7–9, respectively.

Table 7. Retrieval effectiveness of query expansion using word2vec.

Dataset

Retrieval Effectiveness

CBOW Skip-gram

P@5 P@10 ndcg R-prec bpref P@5 P@10 ndcg R-prec bpref

Word-based 0.53 0.51 0.70 0.45 0.43 0.53 0.51 0.70 0.45 0.43
Stem-based 0.40 0.35 0.55 0.32 0.30 0.40 0.35 0.55 0.32 0.30
Root-based 0.45 0.40 0.66 0.38 0.36 0.44 0.38 0.66 0.36 0.35

Table 8. Retrieval effectiveness of query expansion using GloVe.

Datasets
Retrieval Effectiveness

P@5 P@10 ndcg R-prec bpref

Word-based 0.54 0.50 0.70 0.45 0.43
Stem-based 0.36 0.34 0.55 0.32 0.29
Root-based 0.41 0.38 0.66 0.37 0.34
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Table 9. Query expansion retrieval effectiveness using fastText.

Dataset

Retrieval Effectiveness

CBOW Skip-Gram

P@5 P@10 ndcg R-Prec bpref P@5 P@10 ndcg R-Prec bpref

Word-based 0.50 0.44 0.66 0.37 0.34 0.60 0.56 0.75 0.49 0.47
Stem-based 0.30 0.27 0.51 0.26 0.22 0.32 0.30 0.52 0.26 0.23
Root-based 0.34 0.30 0.62 0.32 0.29 0.37 0.33 0.62 0.32 0.29

As indicated in Table 7, the retrieval performance of the word-based approach was
better than the stem-based and root-base ones. On the three datasets, the CBOW and skip-
gram models performed equally or closely on the same dataset. As presented in Table 8,
word-based retrieval outperformed the stem-based and root-based, with a large difference.
As shown in Table 9, as with word2vec and GloVe, retrieving using a word-based approach
was better than the others. The skip-gram model outperformed CBOW. This indicates that
skip-gram is more suitable for obtaining or grouping similar Amharic words.

For the three word embeddings, the retrieval effectiveness of the word-based approach
was better than the root-based approach, which, in turn, was better than the stem-based
one. The retrieval effectiveness of the three word embedding models also decreased from
P@5 to P@10 (See Tables 7–9). The main reason is that an insufficient relevant number of
documents existed in the test collection.

5.2. Discussion

Test results show that the retrieval effectiveness of query expansion using word-
base embedding was found to be better than that of stem-based and root-based em-
bedding. The reason is that word-based query expansion returns many more variants
of query terms than the stem-based and root-based learned text representations. The
stem-based learned text representation returned fewer variants of query terms. How-
ever, in the case of the root-based representation, none of the expanded terms were vari-
ants to one of the query terms. For example, the top ten expanded terms for the query
terms
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Model Word Top 10 Most Similar Words 

Word 

በሽታ በበሽታ, በሽታው, በበሽታው, በሽታወች, በሽታን, በሽ, በቫይረሱ, ቲቢ, ቫይረሶቹ, በኤችአይቪ 
የምርመራ የምርመራው, የምርመራና, የምርመራውን, የሙከራ, የቅስቀሳ, የጨረራ,  የምርቃት,  የቆጠራ, ለምርመራ, የሰመራ 
አገልግሎት አገልግሎ, አገልግሎት, አገልግሎትም, አገልግሎቱ, አገልግሎቱም, አገልግሎትና, አገልግሎቱንና, አገልገሎት, አግልግሎት, አገልግሎታቸው 
መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 

ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 

ግ-ል-ግ-ል ግ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል, እ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ት, ድ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ል, ግ-ል-ብ, ግ-ው-ል-ም-ስ, ን-ግ-ል-ት, ግ-ል-ጥ 

ቅ-ጥ-ጥ-ር ን-ጥ-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ር, ብ-ጥ-ር, ን-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ቅ-ጥ, ስ-ቅ-ጥ-ጥ, ጥ-ር-ጥ-ር, ስ-ብ-ጥ-ር, ው-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ፍ 

ክ-ር-ር ክ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ክ-ር, ክ-ር, ክ-ር-ይ, ጽ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ም, ክ-ር-ፍ, ክ-ር-ምት, ብ-ር-ር, ክ-ን-ን 

Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 

were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 

/parɨtiwotʃɨ ’the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችን /parɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘the parties [acc]’/, በፓርቲዎች /bəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘by 

the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችና /parɨtiwotʃɨna ‘parties and’/, የፓርቲዎችን /jəparɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘of the parties’/, 

የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana ‘of politics and’/, የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika ‘of the politics’/, ፖለቲካ /polətika ‘pol-

itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 

the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 

related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 

suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 

way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 

‘disease’/,
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Word 

በሽታ በበሽታ, በሽታው, በበሽታው, በሽታወች, በሽታን, በሽ, በቫይረሱ, ቲቢ, ቫይረሶቹ, በኤችአይቪ 
የምርመራ የምርመራው, የምርመራና, የምርመራውን, የሙከራ, የቅስቀሳ, የጨረራ,  የምርቃት,  የቆጠራ, ለምርመራ, የሰመራ 
አገልግሎት አገልግሎ, አገልግሎት, አገልግሎትም, አገልግሎቱ, አገልግሎቱም, አገልግሎትና, አገልግሎቱንና, አገልገሎት, አግልግሎት, አገልግሎታቸው 
መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 

ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 

ግ-ል-ግ-ል ግ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል, እ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ት, ድ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ል, ግ-ል-ብ, ግ-ው-ል-ም-ስ, ን-ግ-ል-ት, ግ-ል-ጥ 

ቅ-ጥ-ጥ-ር ን-ጥ-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ር, ብ-ጥ-ር, ን-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ቅ-ጥ, ስ-ቅ-ጥ-ጥ, ጥ-ር-ጥ-ር, ስ-ብ-ጥ-ር, ው-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ፍ 

ክ-ር-ር ክ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ክ-ር, ክ-ር, ክ-ር-ይ, ጽ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ም, ክ-ር-ፍ, ክ-ር-ምት, ብ-ር-ር, ክ-ን-ን 

Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 

were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 

/parɨtiwotʃɨ ’the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችን /parɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘the parties [acc]’/, በፓርቲዎች /bəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘by 

the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችና /parɨtiwotʃɨna ‘parties and’/, የፓርቲዎችን /jəparɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘of the parties’/, 

የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana ‘of politics and’/, የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika ‘of the politics’/, ፖለቲካ /polətika ‘pol-

itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 

the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 

related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 

suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 

way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 

‘of diagnosis’/,
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Word 

በሽታ በበሽታ, በሽታው, በበሽታው, በሽታወች, በሽታን, በሽ, በቫይረሱ, ቲቢ, ቫይረሶቹ, በኤችአይቪ 
የምርመራ የምርመራው, የምርመራና, የምርመራውን, የሙከራ, የቅስቀሳ, የጨረራ,  የምርቃት,  የቆጠራ, ለምርመራ, የሰመራ 
አገልግሎት አገልግሎ, አገልግሎት, አገልግሎትም, አገልግሎቱ, አገልግሎቱም, አገልግሎትና, አገልግሎቱንና, አገልገሎት, አግልግሎት, አገልግሎታቸው 
መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 

ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 

ግ-ል-ግ-ል ግ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል, እ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ት, ድ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ል, ግ-ል-ብ, ግ-ው-ል-ም-ስ, ን-ግ-ል-ት, ግ-ል-ጥ 

ቅ-ጥ-ጥ-ር ን-ጥ-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ር, ብ-ጥ-ር, ን-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ቅ-ጥ, ስ-ቅ-ጥ-ጥ, ጥ-ር-ጥ-ር, ስ-ብ-ጥ-ር, ው-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ፍ 

ክ-ር-ር ክ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ክ-ር, ክ-ር, ክ-ር-ይ, ጽ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ም, ክ-ር-ፍ, ክ-ር-ምት, ብ-ር-ር, ክ-ን-ን 

Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 

were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 

/parɨtiwotʃɨ ’the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችን /parɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘the parties [acc]’/, በፓርቲዎች /bəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘by 

the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችና /parɨtiwotʃɨna ‘parties and’/, የፓርቲዎችን /jəparɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘of the parties’/, 

የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana ‘of politics and’/, የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika ‘of the politics’/, ፖለቲካ /polətika ‘pol-

itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 

the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 

related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 

suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 

way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 

‘ser-
vice’/,
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Word 

በሽታ በበሽታ, በሽታው, በበሽታው, በሽታወች, በሽታን, በሽ, በቫይረሱ, ቲቢ, ቫይረሶቹ, በኤችአይቪ 
የምርመራ የምርመራው, የምርመራና, የምርመራውን, የሙከራ, የቅስቀሳ, የጨረራ,  የምርቃት,  የቆጠራ, ለምርመራ, የሰመራ 
አገልግሎት አገልግሎ, አገልግሎት, አገልግሎትም, አገልግሎቱ, አገልግሎቱም, አገልግሎትና, አገልግሎቱንና, አገልገሎት, አግልግሎት, አገልግሎታቸው 
መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 

ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 

ግ-ል-ግ-ል ግ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል, እ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ት, ድ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ል, ግ-ል-ብ, ግ-ው-ል-ም-ስ, ን-ግ-ል-ት, ግ-ል-ጥ 

ቅ-ጥ-ጥ-ር ን-ጥ-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ር, ብ-ጥ-ር, ን-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ቅ-ጥ, ስ-ቅ-ጥ-ጥ, ጥ-ር-ጥ-ር, ስ-ብ-ጥ-ር, ው-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ፍ 

ክ-ር-ር ክ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ክ-ር, ክ-ር, ክ-ር-ይ, ጽ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ም, ክ-ር-ፍ, ክ-ር-ምት, ብ-ር-ር, ክ-ን-ን 

Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 

were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 

/parɨtiwotʃɨ ’the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችን /parɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘the parties [acc]’/, በፓርቲዎች /bəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘by 

the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችና /parɨtiwotʃɨna ‘parties and’/, የፓርቲዎችን /jəparɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘of the parties’/, 

የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana ‘of politics and’/, የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika ‘of the politics’/, ፖለቲካ /polətika ‘pol-

itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 

the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 

related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 

suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 

way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 
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Model Word Top 10 Most Similar Words 

Word 

በሽታ በበሽታ, በሽታው, በበሽታው, በሽታወች, በሽታን, በሽ, በቫይረሱ, ቲቢ, ቫይረሶቹ, በኤችአይቪ 
የምርመራ የምርመራው, የምርመራና, የምርመራውን, የሙከራ, የቅስቀሳ, የጨረራ,  የምርቃት,  የቆጠራ, ለምርመራ, የሰመራ 
አገልግሎት አገልግሎ, አገልግሎት, አገልግሎትም, አገልግሎቱ, አገልግሎቱም, አገልግሎትና, አገልግሎቱንና, አገልገሎት, አግልግሎት, አገልግሎታቸው 
መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 

ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 

ግ-ል-ግ-ል ግ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል, እ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ት, ድ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ል, ግ-ል-ብ, ግ-ው-ል-ም-ስ, ን-ግ-ል-ት, ግ-ል-ጥ 

ቅ-ጥ-ጥ-ር ን-ጥ-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ር, ብ-ጥ-ር, ን-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ቅ-ጥ, ስ-ቅ-ጥ-ጥ, ጥ-ር-ጥ-ር, ስ-ብ-ጥ-ር, ው-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ፍ 

ክ-ር-ር ክ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ክ-ር, ክ-ር, ክ-ር-ይ, ጽ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ም, ክ-ር-ፍ, ክ-ር-ምት, ብ-ር-ር, ክ-ን-ን 

Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 

were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 
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itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 

the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 

related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 

suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 

way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 

‘controlling’/, and
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መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 

ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 

ግ-ል-ግ-ል ግ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል, እ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ት, ድ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ል, ግ-ል-ብ, ግ-ው-ል-ም-ስ, ን-ግ-ል-ት, ግ-ል-ጥ 
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Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 

were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 
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itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 

the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 

related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 

suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 

way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 

‘extremism’/ are
presented in Table 10.

Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which
were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term
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መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 

ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 

ግ-ል-ግ-ል ግ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል, እ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ት, ድ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ል, ግ-ል-ብ, ግ-ው-ል-ም-ስ, ን-ግ-ል-ት, ግ-ል-ጥ 

ቅ-ጥ-ጥ-ር ን-ጥ-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ር, ብ-ጥ-ር, ን-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ቅ-ጥ, ስ-ቅ-ጥ-ጥ, ጥ-ር-ጥ-ር, ስ-ብ-ጥ-ር, ው-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ፍ 

ክ-ር-ር ክ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ክ-ር, ክ-ር, ክ-ር-ይ, ጽ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ም, ክ-ር-ፍ, ክ-ር-ምት, ብ-ር-ር, ክ-ን-ን 

Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 

were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 

/parɨtiwotʃɨ ’the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችን /parɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘the parties [acc]’/, በፓርቲዎች /bəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘by 

the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችና /parɨtiwotʃɨna ‘parties and’/, የፓርቲዎችን /jəparɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘of the parties’/, 

የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana ‘of politics and’/, የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika ‘of the politics’/, ፖለቲካ /polətika ‘pol-

itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 

the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 

related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 

suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 

way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 
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of the root-based representation, none of the expanded terms were variants to one of the 

query terms. For example, the top ten expanded terms for the query terms በሽታ /bəʃɨta 
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Model Word Top 10 Most Similar Words 

Word 

በሽታ በበሽታ, በሽታው, በበሽታው, በሽታወች, በሽታን, በሽ, በቫይረሱ, ቲቢ, ቫይረሶቹ, በኤችአይቪ 
የምርመራ የምርመራው, የምርመራና, የምርመራውን, የሙከራ, የቅስቀሳ, የጨረራ,  የምርቃት,  የቆጠራ, ለምርመራ, የሰመራ 
አገልግሎት አገልግሎ, አገልግሎት, አገልግሎትም, አገልግሎቱ, አገልግሎቱም, አገልግሎትና, አገልግሎቱንና, አገልገሎት, አግልግሎት, አገልግሎታቸው 
መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 

ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 

ግ-ል-ግ-ል ግ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል, እ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ት, ድ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ል, ግ-ል-ብ, ግ-ው-ል-ም-ስ, ን-ግ-ል-ት, ግ-ል-ጥ 

ቅ-ጥ-ጥ-ር ን-ጥ-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ር, ብ-ጥ-ር, ን-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ቅ-ጥ, ስ-ቅ-ጥ-ጥ, ጥ-ር-ጥ-ር, ስ-ብ-ጥ-ር, ው-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ፍ 

ክ-ር-ር ክ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ክ-ር, ክ-ር, ክ-ር-ይ, ጽ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ም, ክ-ር-ፍ, ክ-ር-ምት, ብ-ር-ር, ክ-ን-ን 

Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 

were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 

/parɨtiwotʃɨ ’the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችን /parɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘the parties [acc]’/, በፓርቲዎች /bəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘by 

the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችና /parɨtiwotʃɨna ‘parties and’/, የፓርቲዎችን /jəparɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘of the parties’/, 

የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana ‘of politics and’/, የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika ‘of the politics’/, ፖለቲካ /polətika ‘pol-

itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 

the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 

related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 

suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 

way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 

‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were
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የምርመራ የምርመራው, የምርመራና, የምርመራውን, የሙከራ, የቅስቀሳ, የጨረራ,  የምርቃት,  የቆጠራ, ለምርመራ, የሰመራ 
አገልግሎት አገልግሎ, አገልግሎት, አገልግሎትም, አገልግሎቱ, አገልግሎቱም, አገልግሎትና, አገልግሎቱንና, አገልገሎት, አግልግሎት, አገልግሎታቸው 
መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 

ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 

ግ-ል-ግ-ል ግ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል, እ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ት, ድ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ል, ግ-ል-ብ, ግ-ው-ል-ም-ስ, ን-ግ-ል-ት, ግ-ል-ጥ 

ቅ-ጥ-ጥ-ር ን-ጥ-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ር, ብ-ጥ-ር, ን-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ቅ-ጥ, ስ-ቅ-ጥ-ጥ, ጥ-ር-ጥ-ር, ስ-ብ-ጥ-ር, ው-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ፍ 

ክ-ር-ር ክ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ክ-ር, ክ-ር, ክ-ር-ይ, ጽ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ም, ክ-ር-ፍ, ክ-ር-ምት, ብ-ር-ር, ክ-ን-ን 

Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 

were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 

/parɨtiwotʃɨ ’the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችን /parɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘the parties [acc]’/, በፓርቲዎች /bəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘by 

the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችና /parɨtiwotʃɨna ‘parties and’/, የፓርቲዎችን /jəparɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘of the parties’/, 

የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana ‘of politics and’/, የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika ‘of the politics’/, ፖለቲካ /polətika ‘pol-

itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 

the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 

related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 

suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 

way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 

the parties’/,
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መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 

ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 

ግ-ል-ግ-ል ግ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል, እ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ት, ድ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ል, ግ-ል-ብ, ግ-ው-ል-ም-ስ, ን-ግ-ል-ት, ግ-ል-ጥ 

ቅ-ጥ-ጥ-ር ን-ጥ-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ር, ብ-ጥ-ር, ን-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ቅ-ጥ, ስ-ቅ-ጥ-ጥ, ጥ-ር-ጥ-ር, ስ-ብ-ጥ-ር, ው-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ፍ 

ክ-ር-ር ክ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ክ-ር, ክ-ር, ክ-ር-ይ, ጽ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ም, ክ-ር-ፍ, ክ-ር-ምት, ብ-ር-ር, ክ-ን-ን 

Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 

were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 

/parɨtiwotʃɨ ’the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችን /parɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘the parties [acc]’/, በፓርቲዎች /bəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘by 

the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችና /parɨtiwotʃɨna ‘parties and’/, የፓርቲዎችን /jəparɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘of the parties’/, 

የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana ‘of politics and’/, የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika ‘of the politics’/, ፖለቲካ /polətika ‘pol-

itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 

the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 

related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 

suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 

way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 

‘by the
parties’/,
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Word 

በሽታ በበሽታ, በሽታው, በበሽታው, በሽታወች, በሽታን, በሽ, በቫይረሱ, ቲቢ, ቫይረሶቹ, በኤችአይቪ 
የምርመራ የምርመራው, የምርመራና, የምርመራውን, የሙከራ, የቅስቀሳ, የጨረራ,  የምርቃት,  የቆጠራ, ለምርመራ, የሰመራ 
አገልግሎት አገልግሎ, አገልግሎት, አገልግሎትም, አገልግሎቱ, አገልግሎቱም, አገልግሎትና, አገልግሎቱንና, አገልገሎት, አግልግሎት, አገልግሎታቸው 
መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 

ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 

ግ-ል-ግ-ል ግ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል, እ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ት, ድ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ል, ግ-ል-ብ, ግ-ው-ል-ም-ስ, ን-ግ-ል-ት, ግ-ል-ጥ 

ቅ-ጥ-ጥ-ር ን-ጥ-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ር, ብ-ጥ-ር, ን-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ቅ-ጥ, ስ-ቅ-ጥ-ጥ, ጥ-ር-ጥ-ር, ስ-ብ-ጥ-ር, ው-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ፍ 

ክ-ር-ር ክ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ክ-ር, ክ-ር, ክ-ር-ይ, ጽ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ም, ክ-ር-ፍ, ክ-ር-ምት, ብ-ር-ር, ክ-ን-ን 

Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 

were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 

/parɨtiwotʃɨ ’the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችን /parɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘the parties [acc]’/, በፓርቲዎች /bəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘by 

the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችና /parɨtiwotʃɨna ‘parties and’/, የፓርቲዎችን /jəparɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘of the parties’/, 

የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana ‘of politics and’/, የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika ‘of the politics’/, ፖለቲካ /polətika ‘pol-

itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 

the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 

related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 

suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 

way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 

‘of the parties’/,
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የምርመራ የምርመራው, የምርመራና, የምርመራውን, የሙከራ, የቅስቀሳ, የጨረራ,  የምርቃት,  የቆጠራ, ለምርመራ, የሰመራ 
አገልግሎት አገልግሎ, አገልግሎት, አገልግሎትም, አገልግሎቱ, አገልግሎቱም, አገልግሎትና, አገልግሎቱንና, አገልገሎት, አግልግሎት, አገልግሎታቸው 
መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 

ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 

ግ-ል-ግ-ል ግ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል, እ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ት, ድ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ል, ግ-ል-ብ, ግ-ው-ል-ም-ስ, ን-ግ-ል-ት, ግ-ል-ጥ 

ቅ-ጥ-ጥ-ር ን-ጥ-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ር, ብ-ጥ-ር, ን-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ቅ-ጥ, ስ-ቅ-ጥ-ጥ, ጥ-ር-ጥ-ር, ስ-ብ-ጥ-ር, ው-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ፍ 

ክ-ር-ር ክ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ክ-ር, ክ-ር, ክ-ር-ይ, ጽ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ም, ክ-ር-ፍ, ክ-ር-ምት, ብ-ር-ር, ክ-ን-ን 

Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 

were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 

/parɨtiwotʃɨ ’the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችን /parɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘the parties [acc]’/, በፓርቲዎች /bəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘by 

the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችና /parɨtiwotʃɨna ‘parties and’/, የፓርቲዎችን /jəparɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘of the parties’/, 

የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana ‘of politics and’/, የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika ‘of the politics’/, ፖለቲካ /polətika ‘pol-

itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 

the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 

related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 

suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 

way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 

‘pol-
itics’/, and
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10. 

Table 10. Sample expanded terms using fastText model. 

Model Word Top 10 Most Similar Words 

Word 

በሽታ በበሽታ, በሽታው, በበሽታው, በሽታወች, በሽታን, በሽ, በቫይረሱ, ቲቢ, ቫይረሶቹ, በኤችአይቪ 
የምርመራ የምርመራው, የምርመራና, የምርመራውን, የሙከራ, የቅስቀሳ, የጨረራ,  የምርቃት,  የቆጠራ, ለምርመራ, የሰመራ 
አገልግሎት አገልግሎ, አገልግሎት, አገልግሎትም, አገልግሎቱ, አገልግሎቱም, አገልግሎትና, አገልግሎቱንና, አገልገሎት, አግልግሎት, አገልግሎታቸው 
መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 

ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 

ግ-ል-ግ-ል ግ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል, እ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ት, ድ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ል, ግ-ል-ብ, ግ-ው-ል-ም-ስ, ን-ግ-ል-ት, ግ-ል-ጥ 

ቅ-ጥ-ጥ-ር ን-ጥ-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ር, ብ-ጥ-ር, ን-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ቅ-ጥ, ስ-ቅ-ጥ-ጥ, ጥ-ር-ጥ-ር, ስ-ብ-ጥ-ር, ው-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ፍ 

ክ-ር-ር ክ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ክ-ር, ክ-ር, ክ-ር-ይ, ጽ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ም, ክ-ር-ፍ, ክ-ር-ምት, ብ-ር-ር, ክ-ን-ን 

Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 

were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 

/parɨtiwotʃɨ ’the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችን /parɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘the parties [acc]’/, በፓርቲዎች /bəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘by 

the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችና /parɨtiwotʃɨna ‘parties and’/, የፓርቲዎችን /jəparɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘of the parties’/, 

የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana ‘of politics and’/, የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika ‘of the politics’/, ፖለቲካ /polətika ‘pol-

itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 

the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 

related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 

suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 

way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 

‘being party’/. Out of these words,
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Table 10. Sample expanded terms using fastText model. 

Model Word Top 10 Most Similar Words 

Word 

በሽታ በበሽታ, በሽታው, በበሽታው, በሽታወች, በሽታን, በሽ, በቫይረሱ, ቲቢ, ቫይረሶቹ, በኤችአይቪ 
የምርመራ የምርመራው, የምርመራና, የምርመራውን, የሙከራ, የቅስቀሳ, የጨረራ,  የምርቃት,  የቆጠራ, ለምርመራ, የሰመራ 
አገልግሎት አገልግሎ, አገልግሎት, አገልግሎትም, አገልግሎቱ, አገልግሎቱም, አገልግሎትና, አገልግሎቱንና, አገልገሎት, አግልግሎት, አገልግሎታቸው 
መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 

ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 

ግ-ል-ግ-ል ግ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል, እ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ት, ድ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ል, ግ-ል-ብ, ግ-ው-ል-ም-ስ, ን-ግ-ል-ት, ግ-ል-ጥ 

ቅ-ጥ-ጥ-ር ን-ጥ-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ር, ብ-ጥ-ር, ን-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ቅ-ጥ, ስ-ቅ-ጥ-ጥ, ጥ-ር-ጥ-ር, ስ-ብ-ጥ-ር, ው-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ፍ 

ክ-ር-ር ክ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ክ-ር, ክ-ር, ክ-ር-ይ, ጽ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ም, ክ-ር-ፍ, ክ-ር-ምት, ብ-ር-ር, ክ-ን-ን 

Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 

were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 

/parɨtiwotʃɨ ’the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችን /parɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘the parties [acc]’/, በፓርቲዎች /bəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘by 

the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችና /parɨtiwotʃɨna ‘parties and’/, የፓርቲዎችን /jəparɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘of the parties’/, 

የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana ‘of politics and’/, የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika ‘of the politics’/, ፖለቲካ /polətika ‘pol-

itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 

the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 

related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 

suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 

way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 
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አገልግሎት አገልግሎ, አገልግሎት, አገልግሎትም, አገልግሎቱ, አገልግሎቱም, አገልግሎትና, አገልግሎቱንና, አገልገሎት, አግልግሎት, አገልግሎታቸው 
መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 

ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 

ግ-ል-ግ-ል ግ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል, እ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ት, ድ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ል, ግ-ል-ብ, ግ-ው-ል-ም-ስ, ን-ግ-ል-ት, ግ-ል-ጥ 

ቅ-ጥ-ጥ-ር ን-ጥ-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ር, ብ-ጥ-ር, ን-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ቅ-ጥ, ስ-ቅ-ጥ-ጥ, ጥ-ር-ጥ-ር, ስ-ብ-ጥ-ር, ው-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ፍ 

ክ-ር-ር ክ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ክ-ር, ክ-ር, ክ-ር-ይ, ጽ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ም, ክ-ር-ፍ, ክ-ር-ምት, ብ-ር-ር, ክ-ን-ን 

Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 

were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 

/parɨtiwotʃɨ ’the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችን /parɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘the parties [acc]’/, በፓርቲዎች /bəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘by 

the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችና /parɨtiwotʃɨna ‘parties and’/, የፓርቲዎችን /jəparɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘of the parties’/, 

የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana ‘of politics and’/, የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika ‘of the politics’/, ፖለቲካ /polətika ‘pol-

itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 

the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 

related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 

suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 

way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 

are variants of the query word
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የምርመራ የምርመራው, የምርመራና, የምርመራውን, የሙከራ, የቅስቀሳ, የጨረራ,  የምርቃት,  የቆጠራ, ለምርመራ, የሰመራ 
አገልግሎት አገልግሎ, አገልግሎት, አገልግሎትም, አገልግሎቱ, አገልግሎቱም, አገልግሎትና, አገልግሎቱንና, አገልገሎት, አግልግሎት, አገልግሎታቸው 
መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 

ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 

ግ-ል-ግ-ል ግ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል, እ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ት, ድ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ል, ግ-ል-ብ, ግ-ው-ል-ም-ስ, ን-ግ-ል-ት, ግ-ል-ጥ 

ቅ-ጥ-ጥ-ር ን-ጥ-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ር, ብ-ጥ-ር, ን-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ቅ-ጥ, ስ-ቅ-ጥ-ጥ, ጥ-ር-ጥ-ር, ስ-ብ-ጥ-ር, ው-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ፍ 

ክ-ር-ር ክ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ክ-ር, ክ-ር, ክ-ር-ይ, ጽ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ም, ክ-ር-ፍ, ክ-ር-ምት, ብ-ር-ር, ክ-ን-ን 

Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 

were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 

/parɨtiwotʃɨ ’the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችን /parɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘the parties [acc]’/, በፓርቲዎች /bəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘by 

the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችና /parɨtiwotʃɨna ‘parties and’/, የፓርቲዎችን /jəparɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘of the parties’/, 

የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana ‘of politics and’/, የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika ‘of the politics’/, ፖለቲካ /polətika ‘pol-

itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 

the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 

related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 

suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 

way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 

whereas
the remaining expanded terms are variants of
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Table 10. Sample expanded terms using fastText model. 

Model Word Top 10 Most Similar Words 

Word 

በሽታ በበሽታ, በሽታው, በበሽታው, በሽታወች, በሽታን, በሽ, በቫይረሱ, ቲቢ, ቫይረሶቹ, በኤችአይቪ 
የምርመራ የምርመራው, የምርመራና, የምርመራውን, የሙከራ, የቅስቀሳ, የጨረራ,  የምርቃት,  የቆጠራ, ለምርመራ, የሰመራ 
አገልግሎት አገልግሎ, አገልግሎት, አገልግሎትም, አገልግሎቱ, አገልግሎቱም, አገልግሎትና, አገልግሎቱንና, አገልገሎት, አግልግሎት, አገልግሎታቸው 
መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 

ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 

ግ-ል-ግ-ል ግ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል, እ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ት, ድ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ል, ግ-ል-ብ, ግ-ው-ል-ም-ስ, ን-ግ-ል-ት, ግ-ል-ጥ 

ቅ-ጥ-ጥ-ር ን-ጥ-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ር, ብ-ጥ-ር, ን-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ቅ-ጥ, ስ-ቅ-ጥ-ጥ, ጥ-ር-ጥ-ር, ስ-ብ-ጥ-ር, ው-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ፍ 

ክ-ር-ር ክ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ክ-ር, ክ-ር, ክ-ር-ይ, ጽ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ም, ክ-ር-ፍ, ክ-ር-ምት, ብ-ር-ር, ክ-ን-ን 

Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 

were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 

/parɨtiwotʃɨ ’the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችን /parɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘the parties [acc]’/, በፓርቲዎች /bəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘by 

the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችና /parɨtiwotʃɨna ‘parties and’/, የፓርቲዎችን /jəparɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘of the parties’/, 

የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana ‘of politics and’/, የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika ‘of the politics’/, ፖለቲካ /polətika ‘pol-

itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 

/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 

the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 

related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 

suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 

way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 

‘party’/, which is semantically
related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more
suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better way
than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological variants.
FastText expands many query terms by more variants than word2vec and GloVe models.
For example, the expanded terms for the query term
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resented by consonant separated by hyphen (-). 

Model  
Conventional Text Representation 
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GloVe አቅርቦትን, የግብአት, አቅርቦት, ፍላጐትና ዋል, ምስጋን, ጥር, ወልድም ም-ስ-ግ-ን, ጥ-ር, ሪፖርት, ጥ-ይ-ቅ 

fastText የአቅርቦትና, በአቅርቦትና, አቅርቦት, የአቅርቦት ምስግን, ዋል, ቀርብ, ምስጋናው ጥ-ር, ቅርስ, ም-ል-ክ-ት, ክ-ር-ክ-ር 

Second, the fastText algorithm addresses the out-of-vocabulary problem, which is 

the main challenge of word2vec and GloVe. Some query terms are not found in vocabu-

lary/dictionary of the word2vec and GloVe models. As a result, such words are not ex-

panded in the case of the word2vec and GloVe models. However, the fastText model re-

turns expanded terms even though such words do not exist in its vocabulary. If a word is 

unseen during training, fastText segments a word into n-grams and generates its embed-

ding. As a result, it helps to embed rare words, misspelled words, and words that do not 

exist in corpora but are found in the topic set. For example, the query term አገልግሎት 

/ʔəgəlɨgɨlotɨ ‘services’/ is not found in the corpora, and thus the word2vec and GloVe mod-

els do not return any expanded terms. However, fastText returns the words አገልግሎ 

/ʔəgəlɨgɨlo/, አገልግሎትም /ʔəgəlɨgɨlotɨmɨ/, አገልግሎትን /ʔəgəlɨgɨlotɨnɨ/, አገልግሎትና /ʔəgəlɨgɨlotɨna/, 
አገልገሎት /ʔəgəlɨgəlotɨ/, አገልግሎቱንና /ʔəgəlɨgɨlotunɨna/, አገልገሎቱን /ʔəgəlɨgəlotunɨ/, አገልግሎቱን 

/ʔəgəlɨgɨlotunɨ/, and አገልግሎቱም /ʔəgəlɨgɨlotumɨ/, which are variants referring to the concept 

“serve”. Furthermore, fastText based on skip-gram outperforms the baseline retrieval per-

formance reported in [46]. The effectiveness of the Amharic retrieval system without and 

with query expansion using fastText is presented in Table 12. 

Table 12. Effectiveness of Amharic retrieval with and without query expansion. 

Technique  
Precision 

ndgc R-Prec 
P@5 P@10 P@15 P@20 MAP 

Conventional  0.56 0.49 0.44 0.40 0.43 0.65 0.43 

With query expansion  0.60 0.56 0.50 0.47 0.51 0.75 0.49 

Like word embeddings, the pre-trained and fine-tuned Amharic BERT models per-

formed better on the word-based form over the other forms (see Tables 4–6). As depicted 

in Table 6, most fine-tuned BERT models show promising results for Amharic text classi-

fication and IR tasks. On Amharic IR, BERT significantly outperformed all embedding 

algorithms. For example, the F1-score and accuracy values of fine-tuned BERT model to 

classify documents as relevant and non-relevant for the IR system were higher than word 

embedding models, as the BERT model represents each query and document word con-

sidering contextual information of a word in a sentence or a phrase. From learned text 

representation techniques, fastText and BERT models are better at understanding and 

handling the specificity of Amharic, such as morphology, syntax, and semantics.  

As shown in Tables 4 and 5, word-based BERT models outperformed both stem-

based and root-based approaches. Even though stems and roots are the fundamental units 

for many text processing tasks, the WordPiece tokenizer splits a stem-based and root-

based token into sub-units if it does not recognize a token. As a result, the performances 

of stem-based and root-based approaches are degraded compared to that of the word-

based approach. The accuracy of the pre-trained Amharic BERT models decreases when 

the number of epochs is greater than five. The best training performance is achieved at 

epoch 5. We make the models that produce the best performance accessible to the research 

‘supply and’/
are presented in Table 11.
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Table 10. Sample expanded terms using fastText model.

Model Word Top 10 Most Similar Words

Word
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Table 10. Sample expanded terms using fastText model. 

Model Word Top 10 Most Similar Words 

Word 

በሽታ በበሽታ, በሽታው, በበሽታው, በሽታወች, በሽታን, በሽ, በቫይረሱ, ቲቢ, ቫይረሶቹ, በኤችአይቪ 
የምርመራ የምርመራው, የምርመራና, የምርመራውን, የሙከራ, የቅስቀሳ, የጨረራ,  የምርቃት,  የቆጠራ, ለምርመራ, የሰመራ 
አገልግሎት አገልግሎ, አገልግሎት, አገልግሎትም, አገልግሎቱ, አገልግሎቱም, አገልግሎትና, አገልግሎቱንና, አገልገሎት, አግልግሎት, አገልግሎታቸው 
መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 
ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 
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ክ-ር-ር ክ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ክ-ር, ክ-ር, ክ-ር-ይ, ጽ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ም, ክ-ር-ፍ, ክ-ር-ምት, ብ-ር-ር, ክ-ን-ን 

Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 
were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 
/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 
/parɨtiwotʃɨ ’the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችን /parɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘the parties [acc]’/, በፓርቲዎች /bəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘by 
the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችና /parɨtiwotʃɨna ‘parties and’/, የፓርቲዎችን /jəparɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘of the parties’/, 
የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana ‘of politics and’/, የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika ‘of the politics’/, ፖለቲካ /polətika ‘pol-
itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 
/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 
the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 
related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 
suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 
way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 
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የምርመራ የምርመራው, የምርመራና, የምርመራውን, የሙከራ, የቅስቀሳ, የጨረራ,  የምርቃት,  የቆጠራ, ለምርመራ, የሰመራ 
አገልግሎት አገልግሎ, አገልግሎት, አገልግሎትም, አገልግሎቱ, አገልግሎቱም, አገልግሎትና, አገልግሎቱንና, አገልገሎት, አግልግሎት, አገልግሎታቸው 
መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 
ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 
ግ-ል-ግ-ል ግ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል, እ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ት, ድ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ል, ግ-ል-ብ, ግ-ው-ል-ም-ስ, ን-ግ-ል-ት, ግ-ል-ጥ 
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Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 
were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 
/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 
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የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana ‘of politics and’/, የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika ‘of the politics’/, ፖለቲካ /polətika ‘pol-
itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 
/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 
the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 
related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 
suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 
way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 
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የምርመራ የምርመራው, የምርመራና, የምርመራውን, የሙከራ, የቅስቀሳ, የጨረራ,  የምርቃት,  የቆጠራ, ለምርመራ, የሰመራ 
አገልግሎት አገልግሎ, አገልግሎት, አገልግሎትም, አገልግሎቱ, አገልግሎቱም, አገልግሎትና, አገልግሎቱንና, አገልገሎት, አግልግሎት, አገልግሎታቸው 
መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 
ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 
ግ-ል-ግ-ል ግ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል, እ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ት, ድ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ል, ግ-ል-ብ, ግ-ው-ል-ም-ስ, ን-ግ-ል-ት, ግ-ል-ጥ 
ቅ-ጥ-ጥ-ር ን-ጥ-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ር, ብ-ጥ-ር, ን-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ቅ-ጥ, ስ-ቅ-ጥ-ጥ, ጥ-ር-ጥ-ር, ስ-ብ-ጥ-ር, ው-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ፍ 
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Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 
were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 
/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 
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the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችና /parɨtiwotʃɨna ‘parties and’/, የፓርቲዎችን /jəparɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘of the parties’/, 
የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana ‘of politics and’/, የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika ‘of the politics’/, ፖለቲካ /polətika ‘pol-
itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 
/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 
the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 
related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 
suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 
way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 
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Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 
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Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 
were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 
/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 
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suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 
way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 
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መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 
ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 
ግ-ል-ግ-ል ግ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል, እ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ት, ድ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ል, ግ-ል-ብ, ግ-ው-ል-ም-ስ, ን-ግ-ል-ት, ግ-ል-ጥ 
ቅ-ጥ-ጥ-ር ን-ጥ-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ር, ብ-ጥ-ር, ን-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ቅ-ጥ, ስ-ቅ-ጥ-ጥ, ጥ-ር-ጥ-ር, ስ-ብ-ጥ-ር, ው-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ፍ 
ክ-ር-ር ክ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ክ-ር, ክ-ር, ክ-ር-ይ, ጽ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ም, ክ-ር-ፍ, ክ-ር-ምት, ብ-ር-ር, ክ-ን-ን 

Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 
were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 
/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 
/parɨtiwotʃɨ ’the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችን /parɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘the parties [acc]’/, በፓርቲዎች /bəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘by 
the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችና /parɨtiwotʃɨna ‘parties and’/, የፓርቲዎችን /jəparɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘of the parties’/, 
የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana ‘of politics and’/, የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika ‘of the politics’/, ፖለቲካ /polətika ‘pol-
itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 
/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 
the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 
related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 
suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 
way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 
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10. 
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Model Word Top 10 Most Similar Words 
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በሽታ በበሽታ, በሽታው, በበሽታው, በሽታወች, በሽታን, በሽ, በቫይረሱ, ቲቢ, ቫይረሶቹ, በኤችአይቪ 
የምርመራ የምርመራው, የምርመራና, የምርመራውን, የሙከራ, የቅስቀሳ, የጨረራ,  የምርቃት,  የቆጠራ, ለምርመራ, የሰመራ 
አገልግሎት አገልግሎ, አገልግሎት, አገልግሎትም, አገልግሎቱ, አገልግሎቱም, አገልግሎትና, አገልግሎቱንና, አገልገሎት, አግልግሎት, አገልግሎታቸው 
መቆጣጠሪያ መቆጣጠሪያና, መከታተያ, መቁጠሪያ, መቆያ, መቋቋሚያ, መከራከሪያ, መደገፊያ, ማጥፊያ, ማቆምያ, መደርደሪያ 
አክራሪነት አክራሪነት, አክራሪነትና, አክራሪነትንና, አክራሪ, አክራሪና, አሸባሪነት, አክራሪነትን, አሸባሪነትና, አርበኝነት, አሳቢነት 

Stem 

በሽታ ኤችፒቪ, ቫይረስ, ካንሰር, ሽታ, በሽ, በሽት, ህመም, ህከም, ክትብ, አይቪ 
ምርመር መርመር, አጣር, ቆጣር, ህክም, ጣር, ጥርጣር, ምረመር, ኦዲት, ቆጣጣር, ክምር 
ገልግል ገልግል, ገል, ገልጥ, ገልል, ግልግል, ገልበጥ, ገለገል, ገልገል, ገላገል, ገልጋል 
ቆጣጠር ቆጣር, ቆጣጥር, ነጠር, ቆጣጣር, ከሰር, ከላካል, ፈንጠር, ከላከል, ቆጣ, ቁጠር 
ክራር ክራር, ክራክ, ክራሪ, ጽንፍ, አክራር, አክራ, ክፍ, ሽብር, ጸረሽብር, ሙስሊም 

Root  

በሽታ በሽታ, ሽታ,ቫይረስ, በሽ, ሽት, ካንሰር, ወባ, ቲቢ, ቫይርስ, ኤችፒቪ 
ም-ር-ም-ር ክ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ጥ, ም-ም-ር, ም-ር-ር, ድ-ም-ር, እ-ም-ር, ም-ር-ዝ, ም-ር-ክ-ዝ, ም-ር-ቅ, ት-ር-ም-ስ 
ግ-ል-ግ-ል ግ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል, እ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ት, ድ-ግ-ል, ግ-ል-ል, ግ-ል-ብ, ግ-ው-ል-ም-ስ, ን-ግ-ል-ት, ግ-ል-ጥ 
ቅ-ጥ-ጥ-ር ን-ጥ-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ር, ብ-ጥ-ር, ን-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ቅ-ጥ, ስ-ቅ-ጥ-ጥ, ጥ-ር-ጥ-ር, ስ-ብ-ጥ-ር, ው-ጥ-ር, ቅ-ጥ-ፍ 
ክ-ር-ር ክ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ክ-ር, ክ-ር, ክ-ር-ይ, ጽ-ር-ር, ክ-ር-ም, ክ-ር-ፍ, ክ-ር-ምት, ብ-ር-ር, ክ-ን-ን 

Furthermore, word-based learned text representation returned many variants which 
were semantically related to a query word. For example, for the query term የፖለቲካ 
/jəpolətika ‘of politics’/, the expanded terms were የፓርቲዎች /jəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘of parties’/, ፓርቲዎች 
/parɨtiwotʃɨ ’the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችን /parɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘the parties [acc]’/, በፓርቲዎች /bəparɨtiwotʃɨ ‘by 
the parties’/, ፓርቲዎችና /parɨtiwotʃɨna ‘parties and’/, የፓርቲዎችን /jəparɨtiwotʃɨnɨ ‘of the parties’/, 
የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana ‘of politics and’/, የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika ‘of the politics’/, ፖለቲካ /polətika ‘pol-
itics’/, and ፓርቲነት /parɨtinətɨ ‘being party’/. Out of these words, የፖለቲካና /jəpolətikana/, የፖለቲካ 
/jəpolətika/, and ፖለቲካ /polətika/ are variants of the query word የፖለቲካ /jəpolətika/, whereas 
the remaining expanded terms are variants of ፓርቲ /parɨti ‘party’/, which is semantically 
related to the query term. As shown in Tables 7–9, fastText word embedding was more 
suitable to Amharic IR than word2vec and GloVe word embeddings, for two reasons.  

First, fastText can handle most of the morphological variants of a word in a better 
way than other word embeddings. Most expanded terms of fastText are morphological 

Table 11. Top four expanded terms of the query word
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panded in the case of the word2vec and GloVe models. However, the fastText model re-

turns expanded terms even though such words do not exist in its vocabulary. If a word is 

unseen during training, fastText segments a word into n-grams and generates its embed-

ding. As a result, it helps to embed rare words, misspelled words, and words that do not 

exist in corpora but are found in the topic set. For example, the query term አገልግሎት 

/ʔəgəlɨgɨlotɨ ‘services’/ is not found in the corpora, and thus the word2vec and GloVe mod-

els do not return any expanded terms. However, fastText returns the words አገልግሎ 
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/ʔəgəlɨgɨlotunɨ/, and አገልግሎቱም /ʔəgəlɨgɨlotumɨ/, which are variants referring to the concept 

“serve”. Furthermore, fastText based on skip-gram outperforms the baseline retrieval per-

formance reported in [46]. The effectiveness of the Amharic retrieval system without and 

with query expansion using fastText is presented in Table 12. 

Table 12. Effectiveness of Amharic retrieval with and without query expansion. 

Technique  
Precision 

ndgc R-Prec 
P@5 P@10 P@15 P@20 MAP 

Conventional  0.56 0.49 0.44 0.40 0.43 0.65 0.43 

With query expansion  0.60 0.56 0.50 0.47 0.51 0.75 0.49 

Like word embeddings, the pre-trained and fine-tuned Amharic BERT models per-

formed better on the word-based form over the other forms (see Tables 4–6). As depicted 

in Table 6, most fine-tuned BERT models show promising results for Amharic text classi-

fication and IR tasks. On Amharic IR, BERT significantly outperformed all embedding 

algorithms. For example, the F1-score and accuracy values of fine-tuned BERT model to 

classify documents as relevant and non-relevant for the IR system were higher than word 

embedding models, as the BERT model represents each query and document word con-

sidering contextual information of a word in a sentence or a phrase. From learned text 

representation techniques, fastText and BERT models are better at understanding and 

handling the specificity of Amharic, such as morphology, syntax, and semantics.  

As shown in Tables 4 and 5, word-based BERT models outperformed both stem-

based and root-based approaches. Even though stems and roots are the fundamental units 

for many text processing tasks, the WordPiece tokenizer splits a stem-based and root-

based token into sub-units if it does not recognize a token. As a result, the performances 

of stem-based and root-based approaches are degraded compared to that of the word-

based approach. The accuracy of the pre-trained Amharic BERT models decreases when 

the number of epochs is greater than five. The best training performance is achieved at 

epoch 5. We make the models that produce the best performance accessible to the research 

. Roots of verbs are
represented by consonant separated by hyphen (-).
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Table 12. Effectiveness of Amharic retrieval with and without query expansion. 

Technique  
Precision 

ndgc R-Prec 
P@5 P@10 P@15 P@20 MAP 

Conventional  0.56 0.49 0.44 0.40 0.43 0.65 0.43 

With query expansion  0.60 0.56 0.50 0.47 0.51 0.75 0.49 

Like word embeddings, the pre-trained and fine-tuned Amharic BERT models per-

formed better on the word-based form over the other forms (see Tables 4–6). As depicted 

in Table 6, most fine-tuned BERT models show promising results for Amharic text classi-

fication and IR tasks. On Amharic IR, BERT significantly outperformed all embedding 

algorithms. For example, the F1-score and accuracy values of fine-tuned BERT model to 

classify documents as relevant and non-relevant for the IR system were higher than word 

embedding models, as the BERT model represents each query and document word con-

sidering contextual information of a word in a sentence or a phrase. From learned text 

representation techniques, fastText and BERT models are better at understanding and 

handling the specificity of Amharic, such as morphology, syntax, and semantics.  

As shown in Tables 4 and 5, word-based BERT models outperformed both stem-

based and root-based approaches. Even though stems and roots are the fundamental units 

for many text processing tasks, the WordPiece tokenizer splits a stem-based and root-

based token into sub-units if it does not recognize a token. As a result, the performances 

of stem-based and root-based approaches are degraded compared to that of the word-

based approach. The accuracy of the pre-trained Amharic BERT models decreases when 

the number of epochs is greater than five. The best training performance is achieved at 

epoch 5. We make the models that produce the best performance accessible to the research 
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Second, the fastText algorithm addresses the out-of-vocabulary problem, which is
the main challenge of word2vec and GloVe. Some query terms are not found in vo-
cabulary/dictionary of the word2vec and GloVe models. As a result, such words are
not expanded in the case of the word2vec and GloVe models. However, the fastText
model returns expanded terms even though such words do not exist in its vocabulary. If
a word is unseen during training, fastText segments a word into n-grams and generates
its embedding. As a result, it helps to embed rare words, misspelled words, and words
that do not exist in corpora but are found in the topic set. For example, the query term
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Like word embeddings, the pre-trained and fine-tuned Amharic BERT models per-

formed better on the word-based form over the other forms (see Tables 4–6). As depicted 

in Table 6, most fine-tuned BERT models show promising results for Amharic text classi-

fication and IR tasks. On Amharic IR, BERT significantly outperformed all embedding 

algorithms. For example, the F1-score and accuracy values of fine-tuned BERT model to 

classify documents as relevant and non-relevant for the IR system were higher than word 

embedding models, as the BERT model represents each query and document word con-

sidering contextual information of a word in a sentence or a phrase. From learned text 

representation techniques, fastText and BERT models are better at understanding and 

handling the specificity of Amharic, such as morphology, syntax, and semantics.  

As shown in Tables 4 and 5, word-based BERT models outperformed both stem-

based and root-based approaches. Even though stems and roots are the fundamental units 

for many text processing tasks, the WordPiece tokenizer splits a stem-based and root-

based token into sub-units if it does not recognize a token. As a result, the performances 

of stem-based and root-based approaches are degraded compared to that of the word-

based approach. The accuracy of the pre-trained Amharic BERT models decreases when 

the number of epochs is greater than five. The best training performance is achieved at 

epoch 5. We make the models that produce the best performance accessible to the research 
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based approach. The accuracy of the pre-trained Amharic BERT models decreases when 

the number of epochs is greater than five. The best training performance is achieved at 
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‘services’/ is not found in the corpora, and thus the word2vec and GloVe
models do not return any expanded terms. However, fastText returns the words
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Like word embeddings, the pre-trained and fine-tuned Amharic BERT models per-

formed better on the word-based form over the other forms (see Tables 4–6). As depicted 

in Table 6, most fine-tuned BERT models show promising results for Amharic text classi-

fication and IR tasks. On Amharic IR, BERT significantly outperformed all embedding 

algorithms. For example, the F1-score and accuracy values of fine-tuned BERT model to 

classify documents as relevant and non-relevant for the IR system were higher than word 

embedding models, as the BERT model represents each query and document word con-

sidering contextual information of a word in a sentence or a phrase. From learned text 

representation techniques, fastText and BERT models are better at understanding and 

handling the specificity of Amharic, such as morphology, syntax, and semantics.  

As shown in Tables 4 and 5, word-based BERT models outperformed both stem-

based and root-based approaches. Even though stems and roots are the fundamental units 

for many text processing tasks, the WordPiece tokenizer splits a stem-based and root-

based token into sub-units if it does not recognize a token. As a result, the performances 

of stem-based and root-based approaches are degraded compared to that of the word-

based approach. The accuracy of the pre-trained Amharic BERT models decreases when 

the number of epochs is greater than five. The best training performance is achieved at 

epoch 5. We make the models that produce the best performance accessible to the research 
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performance reported in [46]. The effectiveness of the Amharic retrieval system without
and with query expansion using fastText is presented in Table 12.
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Table 12. Effectiveness of Amharic retrieval with and without query expansion.

Technique
Precision

ndgc R-Prec
P@5 P@10 P@15 P@20 MAP

Conventional 0.56 0.49 0.44 0.40 0.43 0.65 0.43
With query expansion 0.60 0.56 0.50 0.47 0.51 0.75 0.49

Like word embeddings, the pre-trained and fine-tuned Amharic BERT models per-
formed better on the word-based form over the other forms (see Tables 4–6). As depicted
in Table 6, most fine-tuned BERT models show promising results for Amharic text clas-
sification and IR tasks. On Amharic IR, BERT significantly outperformed all embedding
algorithms. For example, the F1-score and accuracy values of fine-tuned BERT model
to classify documents as relevant and non-relevant for the IR system were higher than
word embedding models, as the BERT model represents each query and document word
considering contextual information of a word in a sentence or a phrase. From learned
text representation techniques, fastText and BERT models are better at understanding and
handling the specificity of Amharic, such as morphology, syntax, and semantics.

As shown in Tables 4 and 5, word-based BERT models outperformed both stem-based
and root-based approaches. Even though stems and roots are the fundamental units for
many text processing tasks, the WordPiece tokenizer splits a stem-based and root-based
token into sub-units if it does not recognize a token. As a result, the performances of
stem-based and root-based approaches are degraded compared to that of the word-based
approach. The accuracy of the pre-trained Amharic BERT models decreases when the
number of epochs is greater than five. The best training performance is achieved at epoch
5. We make the models that produce the best performance accessible to the research commu-
nity at https://www.irit.fr/AmharicResources/amharic-pre-trained-language-models/,
accessed on 7 August 2022. The resources we share on this link are:

i. Three BERT WordPiece tokenizers (word-based, stem-based, and root-based);
ii. Three BERT byte-pair encoding (BPE) tokenizers (word-based, stem-based, and

root-based);
iii. Three BERT masked language models (word-based, stem-based, and root-based);
iv. Three BERT next sentence prediction models (word-based, stem-based, and

root-based);
v. Nine word embedding models (word2vec, GloVe and fastText; each has word-based,

stem-based and, root-based versions).

The constructed BERT model achieves remarkable results on verified Amharic NLP
and IR down streaming tasks. However, the effect of word embedding to the improve
retrieval effectiveness of IR systems in many languages is low. The performance of our
models can be compared to some other languages’ models using Tables 6 and 13.

Table 13. Performance of word embeddings and BERT models on some tasks on some languages.

Language Down Streaming Task Model Performance

English [54] Document classification BERT 0.96 (F1-score)
Chinese [55] Document classification BERT 0.97 (accuracy)

English [25] Ad hoc retrieval word2vec 0.48 (NDCG)

English [56] Query expansion
word2vec

GloVe
fastText

0.086 (precision)
0.087 (precision)
0.087 (precision)

In this study, an investigation was made to build Amharic word embedding and BERT
models and verify their use for Amharic NLP and IR tasks. Due to some challenges, such

https://www.irit.fr/AmharicResources/amharic-pre-trained-language-models/
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as experimental resource and computational machine scarcity, we have not explored the
following things in our experiments.

i. Since our datasets are small relation to the requirement of BERT model, we tested
only the effect of BERT at the base case. However, recently, BERT, at a large scale, has
performed better than the base case on huge datasets. Therefore, the performance of
the BERT model can be further enhanced with the use of a large corpus.

ii. Recently, the use of the BERT model for ranking retrieval results has provided bet-
ter performance. In our study, we evaluated the performance of the BERT model
to identify relevant and non-relevant documents for a query rather than ranking.
Thus, our IR system can be extended to include ranking of retrieval results using the
BERT model.

5.3. Application of the Pre-Trained Word Embedding and BERT Models

One of the aims of this research was to create pre-trained Amharic word embed-
ding and BERT models and make them publicly accessible. We trained and released our
pre-trained Amharic word2vec, GloVe, fastText, and BERT models, and Amharic BERT
tokenizers, which can motivate the research community to carry out experiments on the
pre-trained Amharic language models. Pre-training is fairly expensive, but it is a one-time
procedure. Our pre-trained models can be used to reduce the need for many heavily-
engineered tasks. The extracted features can be fed into a machine learning model so as to
work with text data and preserve the semantic and syntactic information. The constructed
Amharic models can be used in different applications. For example, our word embedding
vectors can be used for word analogy tasks, namely entity recognition and chunking. The
pre-trained Amharic BERT models can also be fine-tuned with some labeled data for a range
of specific tasks, such as text classification, ranking, sentiment analysis, question answering,
named entity recognition, natural language inference, co-reference, information extraction,
semantic parsing, etc.

6. Conclusions

Amharic exhibits complex morphological characteristics. It is one of the under-
resourced languages. There is lack of usable and publicly accessible pre-trained lan-
guage models for this language. Because of this, the effect of learned text representation
on NLP tasks has not yet been investigated. In this study, we explored the impact of
word embedding (word2vec, GloVe, fastText) and BERT models on Amharic text. Word-
based, stem-based, and root-based corpora were used to investigate the effect of word
embedding models on query expansion. Moreover, we built Amharic pre-trained BERT
models and fine-tuned them for text classification. The usability of our pre-trained BERT
models were evaluated in IR and NLP tasks. The training and validating losses of the
fine-tuned BERT model decreased as number of epochs increased. In contrast, their
F1-score and accuracy improved from the first epoch to the next. We also made the
pre-trained word embeddings, BERT models, and BERT tokenizers publicly accessible
at https://www.irit.fr/AmharicResources/amharic-pre-trained-language-models/, (ac-
cessed on 19 May 2022). From the experiments we performed on the constructed models,
we found that learned text representation using a word-based approach outperformed
stem-based and root-based approaches across all tasks considered in this research. Promis-
ing results were obtained from the BERT and fastText models. As we created pre-trained
models at base scale, our work can be further enhanced by increasing the size of the cor-
pus. Therefore, this work can be expanded with the aim of investigating the significance
of model construction at large scale using a huge dataset. Furthermore, our pre-trained
models can be fine-tuned for different NLP applications by preparing more validation and
testing datasets.
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